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ü the combination of genotypes of a stain (or of an individual) for a particular
set of STRs is called a DNA profile
ü after CE, epgs of relevant samples and their DNA profiles are compared in
order to draw conclusions
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«It can be excluded that the stain originated from the suspect»
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“it cannot be excluded that the stain originated from the
suspect”

Need for mathematical interpratation of the DNA “match”



Random match probability (RMP)

Alleles are not infinite in the population.
What is the probability that the observed match is adventitious, i.e. the stain
does not belong to the suspet but to another individual who, by chance, carries
the same DNA profile of the suspect?



Genotype
Subject #1 PP
Subject #2 PQ
Subject #3 PQ
Subject #4 PP
Subject #5 PP
Subject #6 PQ
Subject #7 PP
Subject #8 QQ
Subject #9 PP
Subject #10 PQ

In order to calculate RMP we need to perform population genetics studies and
establish reference databases of allele frequencies.
Let’s imagine a very simple population study, done on 10 subjects who are
genotyped for a single STR marker with only two possible alleles P and Q

ü Frequency of allele P = 70% (14/20)
ü Frequency of allele Q = 30% (6/20) 



Now let’s imagine that population, not as a combination of subjects, but of gametes

PFrequency  of homozygotes PP = P x = 70% x 70% = 49% (P2)

Frequency  of homozygotes QQ = Q Qx = 30% x 30% = 9% (Q2)

Frequency of heterozygotes PQ =  P Qx + Q Px

= 70% x 30% + 30% x 70% = 42% (2PQ) 
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If gametes combines randomly (as commonly in human populations…) then:



The law relating allele and genotype frequencies is called Hardy-Weinberg
(HW) law.

HW law makes several assumptions:

• random mating in the population
• no selection
• population sufficiently large that there is no random fluctuation of

frequencies between generations
• no change in population structure across generations because of

migration

However, STR allele and genotype frequencies observed in most natural
human populations respect HW law, i.e. they are in «HW equilibrium» (HWE).

Deviations from HWE can be observed because of:
• inbreeding (excess of homozygous genotypes)
• alleles that are deleterious in the homozygous form but give a selective

advantage in heterozygous form (excess of heterozygous genotypes)
• primer binding site mutation recurring with high frequency within a

population (apparent excess of homozygous genotypes)



.258             x   .187    x .111       x    .102      x    109              x    .055   

RMP = 3 X 10-6 (about one subject out of 300,000, Italian population)

Provided we know the allele frequencies of the tested STRs in the population
relevant to the case, we can now calculate the RMP for the DNA profile
below

stain

suspect

Product rule (joint probability of two independent events): expected genotype
frequencies of each STR can be multiplied since CODIS/ESS STRs are
independent from each other (on different chromosomes or distant enough on
the same chromosome so that they are inherited in random association)



On average RMPs for variable numbers of tested STR loci are:

ü 6 STR: 1 X 10-5 (one out of 100,000)

ü 9 STR: 1 X 10-10 (one out of 10,000,000,000)

ü ESS (12 STRs): 10-16  (one out of 1,000,000,000,000,000)

ü CODIS (13 STRs): 10-16  (one out of 1,000,000,000,000,000)

ü 15 STR: 1 X 10-17  (one out of 10,000,000,000,000,000)

ü Expanded CODIS (20 STRs): 1 X 10-24  (one out of 1,000, 000,000,000,000,000,000,000)



Probability to observe a DNA profile (matching that of the suspect),
given that the stain comes from the suspect 

LR =
Probability to observe a DNA profile (matching that of the suspect), 

given that the stain does not come from the suspect 

LR = 
1

Frequency of the DNA profile
In the relevant population (RMP)

e.g.
1

=
1 X 10-18

1018

ü an alternative way to express the weight of the evidence in case of a DNA
profile match is the likelihood ratio (LR) approach

ü the LR is a fraction which compares the probability of the observing the
genotypes given two opposite hypothesis

The LR approach becomes extremely useful, and is therefore preferred, when
facing challanging samples, as degraded or mixed DNA profiles



What is the relevant population for genotype frequency calculations?

• The relevant population is that of the offender, not that of the suspect
• However when a match is found between stain and suspect calculations

are routinely made using allefe frequencies from the suspect’s population
(assuming that DNA profiles matching that of the suspect will have
maximum possible frequency in the population he comes from)?

• An alternative approach is to replicate RMP/LR calculations using allele
frequencies from different broad bio-geographic groups

But what if we do not know allele frequencies in the relevant population? or
we suspect the presence of stratification/substructuring (subgroups carryinng
significant genetic differences) in the broad bio-geographic reference
sample?

Population genetic studies support the conclusion that, for forensic STRs,
differences in allele frequencies between subgroups within broad bio-
geographic areas (continents or subcontinents) are negligible, at least in
cosmopolitan (not isolated) populations.

A correction (called fixation index «FST», or «θ») that takes account of
population structure (allele sharing by common descent) can be applied to
RMP/LR calculations.



FST = (HT - HS) / HT

expected 
heterozygosity 

in random 
mating total 
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mean 
expected 
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In humans, excluding highly isolated and inbred populations FST is normally < 1%

Can range from 0 (no
differentiation) to 1
(total differentiation)
as in the present case

(0.5 – 0) / 0.5



Corrects for excess of 
homozygous genotypes 

in populations due to 
common ancestry 

Corrects for uncertainty 
of allele frequencies in 

subpopulation 
compared to reference 

general population



Welch et al. Forensic Sci Int Genet 2012



• 5700 European individuals from 24 European nations

• d =  log10 (RMP calculated using national database / RMP calculated using 
combined european database)

• d > 1 is not conservative (RMP > in national rather than european database)

• each unit of d represents 1 order of magniture

Mean d value calculated
across all 5700 individuals
assuming different FST values

Gill et al. Forensic Sci Int 2003

Even without FST correction, less than
1% of samples display a 100-fold non
conservative change in RMP



Same calculations with 5700 European individuals using national database and 
an Afro-Caribbean database

Gill et al. Forensic Sci Int 2003



RMP calculations assume unrelated individuals, but the defense may argue that
the stain was left not by the suspect but by a close relative: since relatives’ DNA
is partly identical by descent, a correction needs to be applied to RMP.


